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Abstract
Background: Dexmedetomidine can inhibit the perioperative stress response, which plays an important role in postoperative
hypercoagulability. This study aimed to investigate whether dexmedetomidine could attenuate the activation of postoperative
coagulation.

Methods:Patients undergoing open radical gastrectomy under total intravenous anesthesia were randomly allocated to the control
group (group Con) and the dexmedetomidine group (group Dex). Dexmedetomidine was intravenously infused at 0.5mg/kg over 10
minutes before anesthesia induction and then infused at a rate of 0.5mg/kg/h until peritoneal closure in group Dex, whereas saline
was administered in group Con. Blood samples were collected for thrombelastograph (TEG) analysis [reaction time (R time), clot
formation time (K time), and clot formation rate (a angle)] and laboratory coagulation testing before dexmedetomidine administration
and at the end of surgery.

Results: Coagulation was activated after radical gastrectomy, as indicated by TEG analysis and the increased concentrations of
plasma fibrin (fibrinogen) degradation product (FDP) and thrombin-antithrombin complex (TAT). The R and K times were significantly
prolonged and a angle was significantly decreased in group Dex compared with that in group Con at the end of surgery (P< .05). The
concentrations of plasma TAT and FDP in group Dex were significantly lower than those in group Con at the end of surgery (P< .05 or
.01).

Conclusion: Adjunctive dexmedetomidine with general anesthesia attenuates the activation of coagulation following radical
gastrectomy.

Abbreviations: a angle = clot formation rate, APTT = activated partial thromboplastin time, BIS = bispectral index, FDP = fibrin
(fibrinogen) degradation product, K time = clot formation time, MA = maximal amplitude of clot strength, PT = prothrombin time, R
time = reaction time, TAT = thrombin-antithrombin complex, TEG = thrombelastograph.
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1. Introduction

The blood coagulation system is activated after surgery and helps
reduce perioperativewound bleeding; however, blood coagulation
also promotes postoperative thrombotic and thromboembolic
complications.[1–4] Perioperative stress plays an important role in
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the development of a postoperative hypercoagulation state.
Adopting appropriate anesthetic techniques to reduce the
perioperative stress response can attenuate postoperative hyper-
coagulability. For example, compared with general anesthesia,
intravertebral anesthesia has a beneficial effect on postoperative
coagulation, which, in turn, reduces the incidence of postoperative
thromboembolic events.[5,6] Dexmedetomidine is a highly selective
a2-adrenergic agonist that can markedly reduce the perioperative
stress response, but whether it can reduce postoperative coagula-
tion system activation has not been reported.
Mahla et al[7] reported postoperative hypercoagulability

following major abdominal surgery. Malignancies are associated
with a high risk of thromboembolic complications, which is
further increased by surgical trauma.[8,9] Therefore, the present
study investigates the effect of adjunctive dexmedetomidine with
general anesthesia on postoperative coagulation, with a focus on
open radical gastrectomy.
2. Patients and methods

2.1. Patient selection

The study was approved by the medical ethics committee of the
Affiliated People’s Hospital of Jiangsu University and is registered
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at www.chictr.org (ChiCTR-IPR-17011152). After signing
informed consent forms, 60 patients with ASA I or II, aged 51
to 70 years and weighing 53 to 75kg who were scheduled for
elective open radical gastrectomy were recruited. The exclusion
criteria included body mass index ≥28kg/m2, preoperative
coagulation disorders and abnormal platelet count, past history
of thromboembolic, hepatic, and renal dysfunction, any
preoperative medication that interferes with coagulation,
cardiovascular disease, and preoperative transfusion. Patients
were randomly divided into 2 groups: the control group (group
Con) and the dexmedetomidine group (groupDex); there were 30
patients in each group.
Figure 1. Thrombelastograph tracing. a= the slope of the tracing from the R to
K value, K= time from R to reach a 20mm of amplitude, MA=maximum
amplitude, R= time from 0 to 2mm of amplitude. Normal range of R time, K
time, a angle, and MA: 5–10min, 1–3min, 53°–72°, and 50–70mm.
2.2. Study protocol

No preoperative medications were administered. Invasive radial
artery blood pressure, nasopharyngeal temperature, bispectral
index (BIS), electrocardiogram, and pulse oxygen saturation were
monitored. A 16-G central venous catheter was inserted into the
right internal jugular vein, and 8mL/kg of lactated Ringer
solution was infused before anesthesia induction. Normal saline
without heparin was used to flush the arterial and central venous
lines. In group Dex, 0.5mg/kg dexmedetomidine (Hengrui
Medicine Co., Ltd., Lianyungang, Jiangsu, China) was intrave-
nously infused over 10minutes before anesthesia induction
followed by infusion at a rate of 0.5mg/kg/h until peritoneal
closure; volume-matched normal saline was administered in
group Con. Effect-site target-controlled infusions of propofol and
remifentanil were initiated for anesthesia induction. The initial
effect-site concentrations of propofol were 1.5 and 3.0mg/mL in
group Dex and Con, respectively, and were gradually increased
until BIS values reached 45 to 55. Then, effect-site target-
controlled infusion of 3.0ng/mL remifentanil was initiated.When
the concentration of remifentanil reached the target value, 0.6
mg/kg rocuronium was administered to facilitate endotracheal
intubation. The lungs were ventilated with a tidal volume of 8
mL/kg, and the breathing frequency was adjusted to maintain an
end-tidal carbon dioxide partial pressure of 30 to 40mm Hg.
Target-controlled infusion of propfol and remifentanil was
continued in the anesthesia maintenance phase. The concen-
trations of propofol and remifentanil were adjusted to maintain
BIS values at 45 to 55 and mean arterial pressure at baseline
values±20%. If the concentration of remifentanil was decreased
to 2ng/mL and mean arterial pressure was maintained below
80% of baseline values, phenylephrine was administered,
whereas if the concentration of remifentanil was increased to
8ng/mL and mean arterial pressure was maintained above 120%
of baseline values, urapidil was administered. Patients with heart
rates below 50bpm and above 90bpm were treated by atropine
and esmolol, respectively. These treatments were repeated as
necessary. Cisatracurium was infused at 1mg/kg/min to maintain
intraoperative muscle relaxation and discontinued before closing
the abdomen. Propofol and remifentanil infusions were stopped
before skin anastomosis. Afterwards, 3mg/kg fentanyl and 0.3mg
of ramosetron were administered. Lactated Ringer solution was
continuously infused at 8mL/kg/h, and the volume of blood loss
was supplemented with 3 times that volume of Ringer lactate
solution during the operation. A heating blanket, warm
intravenous fluids, and operative flushing fluids were applied
to maintain normothermia.
After the operation, patients were transferred to the recovery

room. Patients underwent routine reversal of neuromuscular
blockade and were extubated after consciousness recovery.
2

Lactated Ringer solution was infused at 2mL/kg/h in the recovery
room. Patient-controlled intravenous analgesia was used to
maintain a visual analog scale (VAS) score � 3.
Blood samples were collected from the central venous catheter

before dexmedetomidine or placebo administration and at the
end of surgery using the 2-syringe technique. Three 1.8-mL blood
samples were drawn into vacutainer tubes containing 0.2mL
sodium citrate. The first blood sample was used for thrombelasto-
graph (TEG) analysis (TEG 5000; Haemoscope Corporation,
Niles, IL). TEG was used to monitor the clot development of
whole blood by measurement of its viscoelastic changes
associated with fibrin polymerization. TEG variables include
reaction time (R time), clot formation time (K time), clot
formation rate (a angle), and maximal amplitude of clot strength
(MA) (Fig. 1). R time denotes the rate of initial fibrin formation
and is related to the activity of clot factors. K time and a angle
represent the rate of clot formation and are associated with the
level of fibrin. MA is a reflection of the final clot strength and can
be altered by the abnormalities of quantity and function of
platelet. The shortening of R and k times and increase of a angle
and MA indicate an enhancement of coagulation function. The
second blood sample was used for laboratory tests, including
detection of prothrombin time (PT), activated partial thrombo-
plastin time (APTT), plasma fibrinogen concentration, and fibrin
(fibrinogen) degradation product (FDP) concentration. The
above coagulation assays were performed within 1hour of
collection. The third blood sample was centrifuged at 2300g for
15minutes at 4°C, and the separated plasma was aliquoted and
stored at –70°C. Samples were thawed within 1 month and
prepared for the determination of thrombin-antithrombin
complex (TAT) concentrations by ELISA. One 2-mL blood
sample was drawn into vacutainer tubes containing ethylenedi-
aminetetraacetate for blood counts.
The primary outcome of this study was the values for TEG

variables and secondary outcomes included the values for
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Table 1

Demographic and intraoperative data.

Group Dex
(n=27)

Group Con
(n=26) P

Sex (male/female) 23/4 23/3 1.000
Age, y 61.3±7.6 62.7±5.3 .429
Body mass index, kg/m2 23.6±2.0 23.0±2.5 .415
ASA physical status .630
I 10 8
II 17 18

The stage of tumor .487
II 14 11
III 13 15

Type of surgery .650
Total gastrectomy 19 17
Proximal gastrectomy 2 4
Distal gastrectomy 6 5

Preoperative complications
Hypertension 9 8 .842
Diabetes 4 4 1.000

Duration of surgery, min 168±46 158±33 .363
Volume of blood loss, mL 123±54 148±57 .116
Dosage of propofol, mg/kg/h 5.2±1.3

∗
6.1±1.4 .020

Dosage of remifentanil, mg/kg/min 0.11±0.04 0.13±0.03 .034

Data are presented as the mean±SD, number.
ASA=American Society of Anesthesiologists.
∗
P< .05 compared with group Con.
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standard coagulation indicators and the concentrations of
plasma TAT and FDP.
The study designer used EXCEL random number generator to

yield 60 random numbers, sorted them by size, and equally
assigned patients into 2 groups. Anesthetist “A” enrolled study
subjects in light of inclusion and exclusion criteria. Anesthetist “B”
applied dexmedetomidine or placebo according to the grouping
and adjusted the propofol concentration under BIS guidance.
Anesthetist “C,” who was blinded to patient grouping, adminis-
tered intraoperative anesthesia according to the study protocol.

2.3. Sample size and statistical analysis

The sample size was calculated based on the following
assumptions: The primary endpoint was the R time;
The preoperative R time of patients with gastric cancer was
Table 2

Hematologic and laboratory blood coagulation data.

Group Dex (n=27)

Preoperation Postoperation P Preo

Temperature, ° 36.6 (36.5–36.7) 36.5 (36.5–36.6)
∗

.000 36.7
Hematocrit (%) 36.8 (33.8–39.4) 34.7 (31.0–36.5)

∗
.000 36.8

Platelets, �109/L 184 (149–239) 173 (154–233) .800 185
PT, s 11.9 (10.7–12.6) 11.9 (11.1–12.8) .674 11.7
APTT, s 30.4 (26.3–32.0) 29.8 (26.5–32.7) .622 27.2
Fibrinogen, g/L 2.6 (2.3–3.2) 2.6 (2.2–3.0) .089 2.9
FDP, mg/L 3.2 (2.3–3.9) 4.8 (4.0–6.5)

∗,† .000 2.9
TAT, mg/L 2.5 (1.9–3.5) 3.2 (2.9–4.0)

∗,‡ .001 2.6

Data are presented as the median (interquartile range).
Pre vs pre: comparison of preoperative variables between groups; and Post vs post: comparison of pos
APTT= activated partial thromboplastin time, FDP= fibrin (fibrinogen) degradation products, PT=prothr
∗
P< .01 compared with preoperation.

† P< .05.
‡ P< .01 compared with group Con.
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5.61±1.07 in the general surgical department of our hospital; On
the basis of the findings of a previous study,[7] we predicted that
the R time at the end of surgery would be reduced by 15%
compared with preoperative baseline values, and On the basis of
the study by Sharma and Philip,[5] we assumed that adjunctive
dexmedetomidine with general anesthesia would prolong the R
time by 20% at the end of surgery. A sample size of 29 subjects
per group was required for a 2-tailed a of 0.05 and b of 0.10,
assuming 10% loss to follow-up. We thus planned to enroll 60
subjects in this study.
Data were analyzed with SPSS 23.0 statistical package (SPSS

Inc., Chicago, IL). Independent-sample t test was used for the
comparison of demographic and intraoperative data between
groups. The TEG, hematologic, and laboratory blood coagula-
tion data were analyzed by Wilcoxon signed rank test within
groups and Wilcoxon rank sum test between groups. Intergroup
categorical data were comparedwith the Chi-square test or Fisher
exact test. A P value of less than .05 was considered to be
statistically significant (Tables 1 and 2).

3. Results

Two and three patients in group Dex and group Con,
respectively, were excluded from the study because the tumor
invaded into surrounding tissue and the surgeon failed to carry
out radical gastrectomy. One patient in each group was excluded
from the study because of intraoperative transfusion. Thus, the
data of 27 and 26 patients, respectively, in group Dex and group
Con were included in the statistical analysis (see flow diagram).
There were no differences in gender, age, body mass index, the

type of operation, the duration of operation, the total blood loss
in operation, preoperative complications, and tumor staging
between groups. The consumptions of both propofol and
remifentanil were significantly lower in group Dex than group
Con (P< .05).
The body temperature and hematocrit in the postoperative

period were significantly lower than those in the preoperative
period in both groups (P< .01). The platelet counts, PT, APTT,
and plasma fibrinogen concentration were comparable between
the preoperative and postoperative period in both groups. In both
groups, the concentrations of plasma FDP and TAT were
significantly increased in the postoperative period when
compared with the preoperative period (P< .01). In the
preoperative period, the levels of FDP and TAT were similar
Group Con (n=26) P
peration Postoperation P Pre vs pre Post vs post

(36.5–36.8) 36.6 (36.5–36.7)
∗

.001 .679 .450
(31.8–40.0) 35.1 (29.9–37.9)

∗
.000 .682 .332

(157–225) 172 (156–218) .294 .824 .504
(11.1–12.8) 12.3 (11.4–13.0) .127 .957 .383
(26.1–30.2) 29.6 (26.7–32.9) .110 .117 .729
(2.6–3.3) 2.8 (2.5–3.1) .195 .063 .111
(2.5–4.4) 6.1 (4.9–8.3)

∗
.000 .950 .021

(2.0–3.5) 4.5 (3.0–5.0)
∗

.000 .831 .007

toperative variables between groups.
ombin time, TAT= thrombin-antithrombin complexes.
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Table 3

Thromboelastographic variables.

Group Dex (n=27) Group Con (n=26) P
Preoperation Postoperation P Preoperation Postoperation P Pre vs pre Post vs post

R time, min 5.7 (5.1–6.7) 5.3 (4.8–6.0)†,‡ .000 5.9 (5.3–6.7) 5.0 (4.6–5.3)† .000 .407 .036
K time, min 1.9 (1.7–2.2) 1.7 (1.5–2.0)†,‡ .001 2.0 (1.8–2.8) 1.5 (1.3–1.7)† .000 .221 .027
a angle, ° 62 (52–68) 64 (57–69)

∗,‡ .044 60 (55–65) 68 (65–72)† .000 .522 .043
MA, mm 62 (58–66) 63 (58–68) .264 61 (57–65) 63 (57–69) .395 .606 .742

Data are presented as the median (interquartile range).
Pre vs pre: comparison of preoperative variables between groups; and Post vs post: comparison of postoperative variables between groups.
a angle= clot formation rate, K time= clot formation time, MA=maximal amplitude of clot strength, R time= reaction time.
∗
P< .05.

† P< .01 compared with preoperation.
‡ P< .05 compared with group Con.
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between the groups. In the postoperative period, the concen-
trations of plasma FDP and TAT in group Dex were lower than
those in group Con (P< .05 or .01).
In both groups, the R and K times and a angle were

significantly reduced in the postoperative period when compared
with the preoperative period (P< .05 or .01), and there was no
significant difference in the MA value between the preoperative
and postoperative periods. In the preoperative period, the values
for all TEG variables were similar between groups, whereas in the
postoperative period, the R and K times were prolonged and a
angle was decreased in group Dex compared with that in group
Con (P< .05); however, there was no significant difference inMA
value between groups (Table 3).
4. Discussion

A number of factors, including the type of surgery, anesthetic
regimens, massive blood loss, transfusion, hypothermia, and the
use of artificial colloids, can affect perioperative coagula-
tion.[5,10–12] To avoid the influence of the above factors on
coagulation in the present study, we limited our observation to
one type of operation, applied a series of warming measures, used
only crystalloid solutions, and excluded patients who experi-
enced more bleeding and received transfusions. Our study
demonstrated that the postoperative coagulation system was
activated in patients undergoing radical gastrectomy and that
intraoperative adjunctive dexmedetomidine administration had a
beneficial effect on postoperative coagulation.
TEG analyses survey the mechanical properties of the coagula-

tion process from blood clot formation to lysis and reflect the
interaction among clotting factors, platelets, and the fibrinolytic
system, whereas the routine laboratory coagulation profile
monitors only a portion of the coagulation cascade. Numerous
studies have documented that TEG analysis was more sensitive in
identifying postoperative hypercoagulability than standard coag-
ulation tests.[13,14] Concurrently, in our study, TEG analysis
indicated the activation of postoperative coagulationwith reduced
R and K times and increased a angle, whereas PT and APTT tests
showed no changes after radical gastrectomy. Moreover, our
results suggested that adding dexmedetomidine to general
anesthesia might alleviate postoperative activation of the coagula-
tion system,whichwas reflectedbya reduction in thepostoperative
shortening of R and K times and increase of a angle.
Antithrombin-thrombin complex formation reflects activation

of the coagulation system and the generation of thrombin. FDP is
a fibrin (fibrinogen) degradation product and indicates that blood
4

clots have been formed and degraded by fibrinolysis. In
accordance with previous studies,[15,16] we also observed
significant postoperative increases in plasma TAT and FDP
concentrations. However, the levels of postoperative plasma TAT
and FDP after the application of dexmedetomidine with general
anesthesia were lower than those in the absence of dexmedeto-
midine. Therefore, dexmedetomidine might reduce the postoper-
ative increase in coagulation response and intravascular clot
formation at a subclinical level.
Perioperative stress response plays an important role in

postoperative hypercoagulability, which promotes thrombotic
and thromboembolic complications. The release of stress
hormones intraoperatively leads to an increase in blood
coagulability.[17,18] Dexmedetomidine is a potent sympatholytic
agent that can reduce central sympathetic outflow and intra-
operatively attenuate neuroendocrine responses to surgical
stress.[19] Cytokine release following surgical trauma can also
activate the blood coagulation system and induce a hypercoagu-
lable state.[20,21] Recent studies have shown that dexmedetomi-
dine has an anti-inflammatory effect. Dong et al[22] found that
dexmedetomidine could effectively reduce the release of cytokines
in patients who underwent radical gastrectomy. The study by Li
et al[23] also showed that adjunctive dexmedetomidine in general
anesthesia could notably reduce the concentration of plasma
catecholamines and cytokines to a degree that was similar to
the combination of general and epidural anesthesia. Therefore,
the inhibitory effect of dexmedetomidine on postoperative
coagulation activation might be attributed to a reduced
intraoperative stress response and an anti-inflammatory effect
from dexmedetomidine.
Dexmedetomidine directly stimulates the a2-adrenoceptor on

the surface of the platelet and activates the platelet[24]; however,
dexmedetomidine also reduces tonic levels of sympathetic
outflow and decreases catecholamine release, which indirectly
inhibit platelet function. Martins et al[25] showed that the pro-
and antiplatelet effects from the direct and indirect mechanisms
resulted in mild hypocoagulation, as shown by TEG analysis with
increased R time and decreased coagulation index, which
supported our hypothesis that dexmedetomidine could attenuate
postoperative hypercoagulability via its sympatholytic effect.
Anesthetics themselves can affect blood coagulation; for

example, propofol has a suppressive effect on platelet aggrega-
tion and reduces coagulability.[26,27] Dexmedetomidine can
reduce the intraoperative requirement for propofol, which may
have an adverse effect on coagulation. However, our results
showed a beneficial effect of dexmedetomidine on coagulation,
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which further supported that dexmedetomidine can reduce the
activation of postoperative coagulation.
The prevention of postoperative thromboembolism involves

multiple measures, including administration of low molecular
heparin and early ambulation.[28] It may be difficult to reduce the
incidence of thromboembolism in the early postoperative period
by intraoperatively administered adjunctive dexmedetomidine
alone. Therefore, we did not use Doppler or ultrasound to
examine leg veins. Nevertheless, our study provided the basis for
attenuating postoperative hypercoagulability by optimizing
anesthetics.
Our results contradict the findings of Ganter et al,[29] who

reported that clonidine had no effect on postoperative coagula-
tion. However, all patients were perioperatively administered
low-molecular-weight heparin to prevent postoperative throm-
bosis in that study. The effect of clonidine on postoperative
coagulation may be difficult to isolate. Similarly, regional
anesthesia attenuated the activation of postoperative coagulation
in patients without heparin prophylaxis but did not have a
beneficial effect on patients receiving perioperatively adminis-
tered anticoagulant therapy.[30]

After major abdominal surgery, hypercoagulability can persist
for at least 1 week.[1,7] However, our observation was terminated
only after operation, which was a limitation of the study.
However, dexmedetomidine is short-acting and the effect of
dexmedetomidine gradually weakens after discontinuation.
Furthermore, there are many uncontrolled postoperative varia-
bles, especially the use of hemostatic drugs, which can affect
coagulation. Therefore, we chose to evaluate the effect of
dexmedetomidine on postoperative coagulation function only at
the end of surgery.
In summary, the application of dexmedetomidine in radical

gastrectomy can attenuate the activation of coagulation and
ameliorate hypercoagulability at the end of surgery.
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